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Innovative mass consumption
definition technology of air for

automobile vehicles engines on the
new type sensor basis1
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Abstract. In this article the innovative technology of air mass consumption measurement
in modern automobile vehicles is described. The technology is based on development and use of
the new type air mass consumption sensor which has a number of advantages in comparison with
the existing designs: higher precision, big resource and wide working temperature range, lower
cost. In the developed sensor acts as a sensitive element established in an inlet branch pipe of
the engine; it has elastic bent blade integrated proportional to air mass consumption. The sensor
is manufactured on the basis of semiconductor materials. The sensitive element of the sensor is
executed by drawing strain-gauge scheme on the metal elastic element of primary converter of air
mass consumption perceiving effort. As an insulating layer and external sheeting of resistance
strain gauge the diamond-like membrane, and as strain gages - resistance strain gauge on the basis
of sulfide of samarium (SMS) is used.
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1. Introduction

The major tendencies exerting impact on touch structure of the car are: fuel con-
sumption optimization, fuller compliance to the current and future norms of issue,
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obligatory introduction of ESC (a security system or control and engine manage-
ment) and other measures for safety increasing. These processes are resulted by
new scopes of sensors, new touch technologies are developed. A main goal of such
developments is achievement of fuller compliance to continuously raising automobile
requirements for functionality, accuracy and reliability.

Recently in this segment the steady tendency in decrease in issue of products of
combustion of engines of automobile vehicles is observed that raises a role of sensors
of operation of the engine. Engines with electronic dispensing of supply of fuel as
the main managing director of parameter use air mass consumption. Optimization
of processes of combustion (fuel efficiency) allows improving dynamic characteristics
of the vehicle in the course of the movement, to save fuel and by that quantitatively
to reduce issue of products of combustion. For this reason practically all sensors of
control systems of the engine work for the Powertrain system and for the control
system of issue in which main role is carried out by the air mass consumption sensor.

2. Modern sensors of the air mass consumption

In petrol engines the signal from the air mass consumption sensor together with
signals of other sensors helps to regulate supply of fuel mix in the engine. In diesel
engines the air mass consumption sensor helps to control process of recirculation of
the fulfilled gases and to calculate the maximum number of injection. The air mass
consumption is defined at its passing by an inlet branch pipe of the engine where
the sensor is installed. The maximum mass of the spent air depends on the effective
power of the engine and is in range of 400–1000 kg/h.

In the existing automobile systems the air mass consumption sensor represents
the system consisting of three sensitive elements, one of which determines air tem-
perature and two others heat up to the known temperature exceeding air tempera-
ture. In the course of operation of the engine the air arriving to it cools the heated
elements. Classical, but a little outdated technique of definition of air mass con-
sumption consists in measurement of electric power or the current necessary for
maintenance of the set excess of temperature. Today the micromechanical MEMS
flowmeters of mass of air including thin-membrane the heated and operating elec-
tronic elements placed on one substrate (Fig. 1) are urgent [1]. At the same time the
heated and measuring resistors are carried out in the form of the thin platinum layers
deposited into a surface of a crystal of silicon which is established on a distinguished
substrate. The sensor of temperature of a heater and the sensor of temperature of
air help to support the heating resistor at the constant level of excess of temperature.

Hitachi also makes sensors of air mass consumption on the basis of temperature
sensor. At the same time sensors of a mass consumption of Visteon air have the air
assessment camera working in the wide dynamic range.

Sensors of air mass consumption of the described types have a number of essential
shortcomings: a small resource, the high error caused by swift pollution of sensitive
elements, tolerance to contraflow lane reversal of air, the high cost caused by use of
platinum as material of a sensitive element.

Let us consider some constructive technical solutions declared in patents which
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Fig. 1. Modern automobile sensors of air mass consumption: a–the
micromechanical sensor of a mass consumption of Bosch air, b–evolution of

measuring Bosch technologies, c–the measuring principle of the micromechanical
touch Bosch element, d–sensors of a mass consumption of Hitachi air, e–sensors of

an air mass consumption of Visteon, f–membrane

could become a basis for performance of the air mass consumption sensor. The
flowmeter for liquids and gases [2] contains the case with the wing-shaped sensitive
element established on rotary to a shaft, passing through its reinforced part, and the
converter. A lack of this flowmeter at application in various pipelines is existence of
the weight parasitic loadings influencing the sensor of force and reducing reliability
and accuracy of measurement.

In the patent [3] the sensor of a flowmeter in which sleeve of the case the mem-
brane with fixed on it by a core and strain gauge transducer is established is de-
scribed. On the end of a core the sensitive element which perceives force of front
resistance of a stream and having the rhombus form in cross section is strengthened.
Strain gauge transducer is executed in the form of a sapphire plate with silicon ele-
ments of the bridge scheme. The flowmeter for liquids contains a touch element with
the sensor of electric signals in pipelines [4] and the electronic block of reception and
processing of signals. The touch element is executed in a look is elastic the bent
blade which one end is rigidly strengthened on a pipeline wall orthogonally of its sur-
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face. A lack of this decision is use as strain gauges of the foil KFG-10-120 resistance
strain gauge possessing strain-sensitive coefficient v ∼ 2 that limits the accuracy of
measurements. On the basis of the review of the existing designs given above it is
possible to conclude that the problem of development of the air mass consumption
sensor is urgent for automobile vehicles, free from the listed shortcomings.

3. Development of the new type air mass consumption sensor

In the developed design of the air mass consumption sensor as a sensitive element
it is offered to use it is elastic the bent blade which integrated bend is proportional
to air mass consumption. At the same time for measurement of an integrated bend
of the blade the semiconductor strain gauges located in certain points on its surface
will be used. The design of the blade is carried out taking into account obtaining
optimum elastic flexibility within the set integrated deflection.

Novelty of development consists in creation and application of the new technical
solutions based on detailed modeling of structural elements of the converter of phys-
ical quantities (the air mass consumption sensor), and pilot studies. The ultimate
goal of work consists in receiving and the subsequent application as a part of mod-
ern automobile vehicles of the air mass consumption sensor which would have high
precision, a big resource and wide working temperature range.

As material for resistance strain gauge it is expedient to use sulfide of samarium
(SMS) [5]. The unique electronic zonal structure of this semiconductor allows com-
bining stability of operation of metal resistance strain gauge and high sensitivity of
semiconductor. In comparison with the existing analogs resistance strain gauge on
the basis of sulfide of samarium have the high linear output signal caused by big
coefficient of a strain-sensitive (T0 = 30 − 100), the wide range of output resistance
(from 0.2 to 20 kΩ) and working temperatures (from –70 ◦C to +200 ◦C) that allows
to increase the accuracy of measurements and to expand a criteria range of their
operation.

The scheme of the sensor is represented in the Fig. 2. The sensitive element rep-
resents the triangular blade 1 of elastic and flexible material, on frontal and back
(in relation to a stream) which parties there are resistance strain gauge 2 (on two
resistance strain gauge from each party of the blade) measuring static deformation
of the blade. The triangular geometry of the blade provides the minimum resistance
to a stream and the minimum quantity of fashion of own fluctuations of the blade.
Material of the blade of the sensor is chosen depending on type of the flow environ-
ment, and also dynamics of a current. The sensor is installed on an inlet branch
pipe 3.

In Fig. 3 the scheme of the resistance strain gauge is submitted.
Resistance strain gauge is manufactured as follows. On one of the parties of

the blade 1 at first the isolating layer 2 of a monoxide of silicon (SiO) is spattered.
Good adhesion allows besieging dielectric membranes of SiO on many types of elastic
materials, and close indicators of temperature coefficients of the linear SiO and SMS
expansion allow creating strain gauges without essential temperature mechanical
tension. Further the method of explosive evaporation in vacuum through masks
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Fig. 2. The scheme of the developed air mass consumption sensor [5]: 1–
triangular blade, 2–resistance strain gauge, 3–inlet branch pipe

Fig. 3. Scheme of the resistance strain gauge: 1–blade, 2–isolating layer, 3–strain
gauge element, 4–contact platforms, 5–sheeting

puts strain gauge element 3 of samarium sulfide. Then the method of resistive
evaporation through masks spattered metal contact platforms 4 which provide signal
renting from a strain gauge element. Over a layer of monosulfide of samarium one
more layer of a monoxide of silicon 5 which provides protection of a piezoresistive
layer against influence of the environment is put. If necessary, SiO can be replaced
with dioxide of silicon (SiO2) or nitride of silicon (Si3N4).

The sensor functions are as follows. At change of stream hydrodynamic speed the
impact of a stream on the measuring blade changes. At the same time the integrated
size of deformation of the blade, and also deformation of the resistance strain gauge
applied on the blade changes: at frontal resistance strain gauge electric resistance
increases, while at back it decreases and, therefore, balancing of the measuring bridge
changes. Signals from the measuring bridge come to the electronic scheme where on
the set algorithm the air consumption is calculated.

The size of effort with which the moving air stream influences the blade, is defined
by the ratio:

F =
[(
ρw2

)
/2
]
· Cxs , (1)

where ρ is the density of air, w denotes the speed of an air stream, Cx stands for
the coefficient of front resistance depending on a form of the blade and Reynolds’s
number and s represents the middle area of the blade.
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The air mass consumption G is defined by the area of live section, density of the
moving environment and its speed:

G = ρs0w , (2)

where s0 is the area of live section of a stream. Considering expression (1) and
dependence (2), after their transformations we obtain

G = s0

√
ρF

Cxs
. (3)

From this it follows that if to measure effort with which the moving stream of air
presses on the blade then it is possible to find air mass consumption through this
section.

The sensors of air mass consumption executed on the presented technology have
the good potential for wide use as a part of modern automobile vehicles as have
a number of advantages in comparison with the existing designs, namely: higher
precision, a bigger resource and wide working temperature range, potentially smaller
cost at the expense of an exception of expensive materials (platinum).

4. Conclusion

In article it is shown that the existing types of air mass consumption sensors
applied in cars have a number of essential shortcomings: a small resource, a consid-
erable error, tolerance to contraflow lane reversal of air, high cost. The technology of
air mass consumption measurement on the basis of the sensor of new type in which as
a sensitive element it is used established in an inlet branch pipe of the engine is as an
alternative offered it is elastic the bent blade which integrated bend is proportional
to air mass consumption. The manufacturing techniques of the sensor provide for-
mation of resistance strain gauge on the dielectric layer applied directly on the metal
elastic element perceiving effort, as an insulating layer and an external sheeting it is
expedient to use a diamond-like membrane. As material for resistance strain gauge
serves sulfide of samarium (SMS) that provides big coefficient of a strain-sensitive,
the wide range of output resistance and working temperatures. In comparison with
analogs the offered sensor has high sensitivity, accuracy of measurements, stability
of work and high wear resistance in aggressive temperature conditions. The scheme
of the sensor and technology of its production is submitted.
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